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Abstract: To pass on immaterial effort concrete by mixing 

different degrees of fine total and bond with utilized foundry sand 

and Pozzocrete to decrease trade and sullying issues in light of 

utilized foundry sand and Pozzocrete. Pozzocrete P60 is a dealt 

with worth guaranteed fly slag, researched for its utilization as an 

inadequate swap for bond in cement (1:1.48:3.21). The usage of 

Pozzocrete P60 as bond substitution material in cement or as 

included substance in strong shows different focal points from 

sensible, explicit and ordinary perspectives. The creative use of 

utilized foundry sand in solid plans as a fine total substitution 

material was endeavored as a decision rather than standard 

cement. This paper demonstrates the results of the solid of blend 

proportion1:1.48:3.21 in which security is for the most part 

supplanted with PozzocreteP60 as 10% by weight of bond, and 

fine hard and fast isn't completely supplanted with utilized 

foundry sand as 10%, 30% and half by weight of fine total. Five 

courses of action of blend degrees were made. First (A0) were 

standard blend (without Pozzocrete and utilized foundry) sand 

with ordinary fine total (sand) and coarse total and the second 

(B0) blend contained 10% Pozzocrete P60obtained from DIRK 

India Private Limited, Nasik, Maharashtra state. Different blends 

(B1, B2, and B3) contained Pozzocrete P60 (10%) despite foundry 

sand (10%, 30%and half) solely got from ferrous and non-ferrous 

metal hurling associations. The compressive quality and water 

support has been gotten with halfway superseding of Pozzocrete 

P60 with bond and foundry sand with fine total.  

Test outcomes demonstrate the augmentation in the quality 

properties of cement and decreasing water assimilation of cement 

up to 10% overriding of security with Pozzocrete plus30% 

supplanting of fine total with utilized foundry sand for quality at 

7, 14 and 28 days. Moreover it might be used in non-essential 

parts with the low range compressive quality where quality isn't 

required and negligible exertion brief structure is prepared. 

Index Terms: Concrete, Compressive strength, Fine aggregate, 

Pozzocrete P60,Partial replacement, Used Foundry Sand. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Concrete is a composite improvement material made out of 

bond, aggregate (generally a+ coarse all out made of shake or 

beat rocks, for instance, limestone, or stone, notwithstanding 

a fine aggregate, for instance, sand), water, just as admixtures. 

Concrete is made by mixing: Cement, water, course, fine, 

aggregates and admixtures (at whatever point required). The 

objectives are to mix these materials generally to make strong 
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that is easy to: Transport, place, decreased, total and to give a 

solid and durable item. The proportionate amount of each 

material (for instance bond, water and sums) impacts the 

properties of set concrete. Because of nature concern and the 

need to direct vitality, distinctive research tries have been 

composed toward the utilization of waste materials. The 

expense of bond is additionally reliably extending. With 

normally extending common issues because of current waste 

things comes an incredible need to use these things in a fitting 

method to decrease prosperity and natural issues. 

Consequently, exploratory examination is done to develop 

the information on the compressive quality and water 

retention progression of cement with time and with different 

percent substitution of Pozzocrete P60 and utilized foundry 

sand.  

The goals of the present examination are:  

1) To select the Pozzocrete P60 and utilized foundry sand 

blend degree for cement.  

2) To investigate change in compressive quality and water 

ingestion of bond with Pozzocrete P60 and used foundry sand 

substitution.  

3) To play out the analyses on the time-subordinate 

compressive quality and water retention of cement with 

Pozzocrete P60 and used foundry sand. The characteristics 

were estimated at the age of 7, 14 and 28 days and water 

ingestion was assessed at the 28 days. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL 

This test program includes all the fundamental tests which are 

completed in the material and the solid. These tests help us to 

know the properties of the material being utilized for the way 

toward cementing and in the inference of the blend 

proportion. 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Sahu et al. (2003) examined the properties of pounded stone 

residue as fine total for cement. Two regular blends (M20 and 

M30 grade concrete) were taken for normal sand. Results 

said that solid made with the substitution achieves the 

equivalent compressive quality, elasticity with lower level of 

shrinkage limit when contrasted with typical cement.  

Khatib (2005) contemplated the properties of solid which 

contains fine reused total. The reused total comprises of 

squashed solid (CC) or pulverized block (CB) with particles 

measure under 5 mm in breadth. The fine total in cement was 

supplanted with 0%, 25%, half and 100% CC or CB. Results 

said that solid made with the substitution achieves up to half 

CB demonstrates a similar 19 long haul quality. Indeed, even 

at 100% supplanting of fine total with CB, the decrease in 

quality was just 10%. 
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 Following 28 days of restoring, the measure of solidarity 

improvement in cement containing is either CC or CB was 

higher than that of the regular cement. There are a few sorts 

of waste material/side-effects, which can be utilized in 

concrete as a fractional substitution of fine total. A portion of 

the materials which can be utilized are reused fine total, coal 

base cinder, stone residue and glass cullet, sewage slop fiery 

debris, and waste foundry sand, and so forth.  

Rakshvir and Barai (2006) examined the different physical 

just as mechanical properties of reused solid totals. Reused 

solid totals (RCA) are unique in relation to regular totals and 

cement produced using them had distinctive physical just as 

compound properties. The level of RCA shifts and it was 

discovered that the properties like compressive quality liable 

to diminish about 10% contrasted with the traditional cement. 

Water ingestion of RCA was observed to be more prominent 

than common totals.  

Aggarwal et al. (2008) gave a test technique for the plan of 

self-compacting concrete blends. The test results for 

self-compacting concrete is 18 as droop stream; V-channel 

and L-Box are introduced, J-ring. Notwithstanding it 

compressive quality at the ages of 7, 28, and 90 days was 

likewise observed to increment.  

Raoa et al. (2007) looked into a global situation diminishing 

waste produced, and to reuse the loss in cement without 

decreasing the quality and other physical properties of 

cement. They found the impact of utilization of reused total 

on the crisp and solidified concrete and finished up a portion 

of the downsides in the utilization of RA in reused total 

cement (RAC), it likewise incorporates absence of 

mindfulness between the general populations, absence of 

government support, no particular codes for utilizing the RA 

in new concrete. 

IV. MATERIAL AND METHODOLOGY 

4.1 MATERIAL 

4.1.1 Waste Foundry Sand  

Pozzocrete (P60) is a high effectiveness pozzolanic material, 

acquired by choice; handling and testing of intensity station 

fly fiery debris coming about because of the ignition of coal 

at power producing power stations. It is exposed to strict 

quality control systems. P60 affirms to IS: 3812 section 1 fly 

cinder for use as segment of bond with Portland clinker. 

 

Physical properties of waste foundry sand [11] 

 
PROPERTY VALUES 

SPECIFIC GRAVITY 2.66 

BULK DENSITY 1440 kg/m^2 

WATER ABSORBATION 1.81% 

VOID RATIO 0.60 

POROSITY 36.20% 

4.1.2 Cement 

Portland Pozzolana Cement (43 grade) adjusting to IS: 12269 

- 1987 and with the particular gravity 3.15 was utilized for 

throwing every one of the examples. Tests directed on 

concrete are fineness of bond by sifter investigation (utilizing 

90 µ strainer), explicit gravity utilizing Le-chatlier's device, 

beginning setting time and last setting time utilizing vicat 

mechanical assembly. 

Properties of cement [12] 

 
PROPERTIES VALUES 

FINENESS OF CEMENT 7.50% 

GRADE OF CEMENT 53 

SPECIFIC GRAVITY 3.15 

INITIAL SETTING TIME 30 MIN 

FINAL SETTING TIME 600 N 

4.1.3 Fine aggregate  

Clean and dry stream sand accessible locally was utilized. Sand 

going through IS 4.75 mm sieve and according to IS: 383-1970 

was utilized for every one of the examples. Test directed on 

fine total are explicit gravity utilizing pycnometer, fineness 

modulus by strainer examination. 

Properties of Fine Aggregate [11] 

 
PROPERTIES VALUES 

SPECIFIC GRAVITY 2.64 

FINENESS MODULUS 2.25 

4.1.4 Coarse aggregate  

Crushed granite aggregate with specific gravity of 2.6 and 

passing through 20 mm sieve and retained on 12.5 mm sieve 

and as given in IS: 383 - 1970 is used for all the specimens.  

Properties of Coarse Aggregate [12] 

 
PROPERTIES VALUES 

SPECIFIC GRAVITY 2.60 

SIZE OF AGGREGATES 20 mm 

FINENESS MODULUS 5.96 

V. METHODOLOGY 

It is the method followed to perform the experiment. In this 

section we have made step wise procedure to perform 

experiment which is briefly described as follows: 

1) Mixdesigned 

2) Batching 

3) Experimental programmed ofcasting 

4) Mixing 

5) Compaction 

6) Curing 

7) Testing 
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VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

5.1   COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH AFTER 7 DAYS 

 
PERCENTAGE OF 

REPLACEMENT 

COMPRESSIVE 

STRENGTH (MPA) 

0% 13.93 

10% 25.33 

20% 20.15 

30% 29.78 

40% 24.59 

 

5.2   COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH AFTER 14 DAYS 

 
PERCENTAGE OF 

REPLACEMENT 

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH 

(MPA) 

0% 20.59 

10% 35.11 

20% 33.33 

30% 38.67 

40% 34.52 

 

5.3   COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH AFTER 28 DAYS 

 
PERCENTAGE OF 

REPLACEMENT 

COMPRESSIVE 

STRENGTH (MPA) 

0% 24.00 

10% 39.11 

20% 38.22 

30% 42.52 

40% 36.74 

 

 
FIGURE 5.1 GRAPHICAL COMPARISON BETWEEN 7, 

14 AND 28 DAYS COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH 

5.4 SPLIT TENSILE STRENGTH AT 28 DAYS 

 
PERCENTAGE OF 

REPLACEMENT(ESP) 

SPLIT TENSILE 

STRENGTH AT 28 DAYS 

0% 3.08 

5% 3.53 

10% 2.92 

15% 2.45 

20% 2.32 

 

 
 

Figure 5.2 Graphical Representation Of 28 Days Split 

Tensile Strength 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Broad experimentation has been completed to decide usage 

of the Foundary sand powder as fine total substitution 

material by making the bond concrete. In view of the 

outcomes acquired from the test work the accompanying 

ends can be drawn  

1. Compressive quality was higher than regular cement for 30% 

PFS substitution at 7, 14 and 28 days of relieving ages. PFS 

substitutions more noteworthy than 30 %had lower quality 

than ordinary cement.  

2. Split rigid qualities of PFS cements were equivalent with 

ordinary cement up to 20 % PFS substitution. In any case, 

concrete with 10 %, 15% and 20% PFS had lower part 

rigidity than ordinary cement. Upto 5% substitution split 

rigidity increment.  

3. Compressive nature of the strong augmentations when the 

dimension of substitution is extended up to 30% and 

decreases when substitution is additions past 30%.  

4. From this examination; it is found that supplanting of fine 

total with this abuse of PFS material gives most 

extraordinary compressive quality at 30% substitution. 
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